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Part 1: What is Archaeology?
What we do and what we can learn

Part 2: Archaeology of the BC Interior
What’s what in BC, from 10,000 years ago to now

Part 3: Show and tell!
Get your hand on some artifacts

Part 4: Archaeology and Decolonization
Indigenous pasts and the Canadian present 

Today’s agenda



Part 1: 
What is 

Archaeology?



What is archaeology?

• Study of material culture -
physical remains of past lives

• Anthropological reconstruction 
through inference

• Sometimes preservation, but…

woodworking hunting horse ownership



Areas of archaeological study

zooarchaeology

landscape 
archaeology

Paleoethnobotany

environmental 
archaeology 

mortuary 
archaeology

Geoarchaeology

paleopathology

Indigenous 
archaeologygeophysical 

archaeology

Paleoeanthropology
archaeometry



Example: stones are full of stories

• geochemical sourcing
• absolute dating
• cross dating
• residue analysis



Archaeology and Indigenous History

• Material culture especially critical to 
history in textless societies

• Loss of oral histories and context 
through colonization (cultural and 
physical genocide)

• Using ethnography to interpret

• Role of oral histories



Part 2: 
Archaeology 

of the BC 
Interior



• There area more than 50,000 
recorded archaeological sites in BC

• Solid evidence for 15,000 years of 
occupation by Indigenous people in 
many areas

• All sites and materials are protected 
by the BC Heritage Conservation Act

BC archaeology basics



The Interior archaeological record

• low-impact land use

• diffuse but distinct cultural borders 

• few, large low-elevation winter 
occupation sites

• many small, mid-and high-elevation 
seasonal camps, harvest and 
processing locations 

• web of transportation routes

• many sites from last few millennia, 
fewer sites from ancient past



Precontact Interior cultures

• Long-term successful adaptation to specific 
environment – natural and social

• Cultural solutions to resource patchiness/shortfalls 

• food processing & storage

• trade 

• curation of ecological knowledge

• landscape-level resource management 
regimes

• central role of kinship & intermarriage

• Persistence of sustainable technology



Chronology
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Secwépemc, a moment before contact

• Highly organized logistical collectors

• Environmental and social tools for economic 
security 

• Specific and executable ecological knowledge

• Task specialists - groups and individuals

• Widespread historical and political 
consciousness 

• Organized interregional exchange systems

Colonialism probably lied to you



Living a precontact life
 living, travelling, hunting, gathering, fishing, raw material procurement and

processing

… but human life is SOCIAL life. Now and in the past …

 creating, affirming and modifying political and economic relationships

 ceremonial acts, including celebration, mourning, and memorializing

 artistic life, including manufacture and curation of materials, creation and

performance of songs, stories, dance and drama

 health care, including collecting, preparing and using biopharmaceuticals;

treatment and recuperation

 justice, penance, and peacekeeping



Archaeology of precontact life in Secwepemculewc

• Aboriginal economies (making a living)

• Technology

• Annual seasonal rounds

• Transportation and travel

• Commerce

• Traditional Ecological Knowledge



Summer Fall 

Winter Spring 

• Manufacture & 
maintenance

• Ice-fishing, hunting

• Pithouse village

• Fishing, root gathering & 
processing for storage

• Travel & trade

• Camps - matlodges

• Fishing & processing for 
storage

• Large congregations
• Travel & trade

• Camps – matlodges and 
pithomes

• Hunting, trapping & 
processing

• Travel & trade

• Camps – matlodges, 
lean-to

Annual seasonal rounds



Tool making and 
sharpening

Always and everywhere activities

Cooking Weaving

SewingScraping



Material Culture

hunting

digging

fishing

grinding & 
pounding

woodworking

cutting &
drilling

sewing, weaving, skin prep



Gitxan arborglyph, Michael Blackstock photo 

• planks – walls, platforms, boxes, drums

• splints – racks, fences, looms, baskets

• withes – rope, cradles, baskets

• saplings – racks, scaffolding

• canoes, paddles, poles, outrigging

• tool handles and shafts

• pins, combs and ornaments 

• fishing gear – floats, hooks, weirs

Wood: IMPORTANT, but doesn’t last



Organic technology & preservation



Lithic preservation bias

• Appearance of limited resource use
• Assume sparse or short-term occupation
• “Man the hunter”



Pithome life



Other places to live

• Open-air camps (warm weather)
• Mat-lodge camps (cold weather)
• Rockshelters (any season)



Special purpose activity sites



Traditional Ecological Knowledge (TEK)



Transportation and travel





Trade – IN and OUT

trade hubs

salmon &
salmon oil
copper

mountain goat textiles
dressed marmot & rabbit 
snowshoes

dentalia
copper
marmot

roots & bulbs
Indian hemp
horses

buffalo skins

buckskin

baskets and fibres
shells

Within Secwepemculew
• feathers (flicker, hawk, eagle)
• locally available plant foods 

(hazelnut, roots, bulbs)
• plant parts (cedar root, yew, 

birch bark)
• medicines (lovage, water 

hemlock)
• lithic raw material
• technology & skills

dentalia



Trade with Euro-Canadians

• Not haphazard or one-sided

• Didn’t create a new market economy

• More than domestic use – trade through

• Value added goods

• Tons of food yearly for HBC men

Fort Kamloops 1868



Kamloops archaeology highlights



Part 3: 
show and 

tell



Part 4: 
archaeology and decolonization



Colonialism probably lied to you



Colonialism probably lied to you
definitely



Traditional lessons about “the New World”

Doctrine of Discovery
• North America wide open 

wilderness, a blank slate
• lands could be improved 

under European management
• Sanctioned by God

Terra nullius
• Indigenous people were few, 

poor, disorganized hunter-
gatherers 

• they weren’t using the place 
anyway



1763

Retreat of the unknown

1795 1870

From Ruggles 1991



Calls to Action



TRC
We call upon federal, provincial, territorial and municipal 
governments to:

43.  fully adopt and implement the United Nations 
Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples as a 
framework for reconciliation

47. to repudiate concepts used to justify European 
sovereignty over Indigenous peoples and lands, such as the 
Doctrine of Discovery and terra nullius, and to reform those 
laws, government policies, and litigation strategies that 
continue to rely on such concepts. 

57. to provide education to public servants on the history of 
Aboriginal peoples, the United Nations Declaration on the 
Rights of Indigenous Peoples, Treaties and Aboriginal rights, 
Indigenous law, and Aboriginal–Crown relations. 

Calls to Action



Top 5 things to avoid in teaching Indigenous histories

1. Indigenous people in BC were NOT nomads

• semi-sedentary, logistical economies

• strategically planned, often years in 

advance

• intimate territorial knowledge



Top 5 things to avoid in teaching Indigenous histories

2.  Indigenous people in BC were NOT sparse

• among most densely populated 

parts of Canada

• based on archaeological evidence, 

people were everywhere

• disease preceded explorers



Top 5 things to avoid in teaching Indigenous histories

3.  Indigenous people in BC are NOT lower on a scale of 

civilization or evolution

• liberal capitalist democracy is not a 

predetermined end-point to 

evolution

• Euro-centrism vs cultural relativism

• anthropology has changed!



Top 5 things to avoid in teaching Indigenous histories

4.  Indigenous people in BC were NOT conquered and 

they (mostly) did not cede their lands

• Even those with treaties!



Top 5 things to avoid in teaching Indigenous histories

5.  Culture is not static

• Indigenous culture is not “less 

genuine” in modern world

• there is no “pristine” 

Indigenous culture if you go far 

enough back

James Luna, Hot Medicine Bag



Teaching for a just society

• history, archaeology, international Indigenous rights 
movement and Canadian case law are on your side

• Sure things:

1. People have been here, thriving, for at least 15,000

2. Colonialism happened, it’s on the record, it sucked

It’s your RIGHT to teach fairly about Canada’s past



Teaching for a just society

YES it can be uncomfortable and you will have to do the work to do it right but your 
students will thank you for it and so will I

It’s your RESPONSIBILITY to teach honest, inclusive 
and respectful stories

Some best practices 

• Know your limits… and try to expand them

• ask Indigenous people/organizations for help/input, but do your research first! 

• avoid asking Indigenous people for free labour on this

• Respect intellectual property: ask permission and credit clearly

• support and amplify Indigenous sources, teachers, and projects 



Joanne Hammond @KamloopsArchaeojoanne@pacificheritage.ca

Resources & further reading

republicofarchaeology.ca/resources


